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Lesson Objective  “We will.” 
“We will explore persuasive essay topics and 

decide on a topic.” 
“We will participate in tutorials” 

I will statement 
(Demonstration of 

Learning) 

 
“I will  

 
 

“I will explore persuasive essay topics and 
decide on a topic .” 

“I will participate in tutorials.” 

Instructional 
Agenda 

   

1. NO School 

1. Quick Write:  What research can I 
use to develop my argument for my 
persuasive essay? 

2. Read passage/mark text 
3. Persuasive Essay Planning 
4. Philosophical Chairs brainstorming: 

Table Groups-Who is my audience? 
5. Partner brainstorm on using 

arguments for persuasive topics.  
Pick 3 topics from Philosophical 
Chairs handout and generate the 
best argument by research.  Turn in 
on a Google Doc. 
 

 

 
1. “How does our Point of Confusion 

question articulate what we are 
confused about in our pre-work? 
How is academic vocabulary used in 
my Point of Confusion question? 
How can we refine our question, so 
our tutorial team can better support 
our learning?” 

2. Tutorials 

Seed Question ? 

What research can I use to develop 
my argument for my persuasive 
essay? 

 

“How does our Point of Confusion question 
articulate what we are confused about in 

our pre-work? 
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Kagan Structure   
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Lesson Objective 
“We will read a passage, mark the text 
and do the persuasive essay format.” 

 
“We will create a rough draft of our 

persuasive essay.” 
 

 
 
 

I will statement 
(Demonstration of 

Learning) 

“I will read a passage, mark the text and do 
the persuasive essay format.” 

“I will create a rough draft of our persuasive 
essay.” 

Instructional 
Agenda 

1. Quick Write:  How did the 

picture stories help with 

creative writing? 
2. Reading/mark the text 
3. Persuasive essay format 

4. Alternative options for topic 

selection* 
 

 

1. Quick Write:  “What topic is best for 
me personally for a persuasive 
essay?  Why?” 

2. Persuasive essay first draft 
3. Binder Check 
4. Homework 

 

 
 
 
 

 
Seed Question 

  

How did the picture stories help with 

creative writing? 

 

“What topic is best for me 
personally for a persuasive essay?  
Why?” 
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